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Conclusions

Methods

Ø Highest AAS scored article was a 
prospective population-based cohort 
study describing association between 
psoriasis and diabetes risk (AAS = 640; 
citation count = 32). 

Ø All articles had AAS > 43, indicating 
articles within top 5% of all scientific 
output (min AAS = 20).

Ø Twitter was most popular social media 
platform used (median = 32 mentions, 
total = 4824) 

Ø There was a positive correlation 
between citation count and PlumX score 
(r2 = 0.51; P < .001), but not with AAS 
(r2 = 0.05; P = .02) (Figure 1).

vSocial media has critically impacted the way 
individuals communicate research. 

vTraditional methods public health researchers 
have used to communicate their work have 
had a limited influence, constrained to the 
smaller scientific community. 

vSocial media allows public health researchers 
to target specific audiences and shape their 
messages to directly influence millions of 
people throughout the world. 

vThis broadened scope requires measurement 
of alternative metrics, ‘altmetrics,’ to redefine 
a publication’s impact. 
vAltmetric Attention Score (AAS) 
vPlumX Metrics 

v Identify articles most captivating to the 
general public by utilizing number of
vPosts, retweets, likes
vAcross a variety of social media platforms 

such as Twitter and Facebook

vA positive correlation has been demonstrated 
between traditional bibliographic metrics and 
altmetrics across variable fields, indicating its 
potential utility in modern scientific research. 

Results
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vScientific information published online and 
promoted through social media can be 
heavily manipulated, reaching millions. 

vLack of standardization of studies on 
altmetrics; the citation count can vary 
depending on search engines. 

vAs more “modern” bibliographic metrics 
evolve, researchers can learn ways to 
reach larger audiences and impact the 
greater scientific community through 
social media engagement. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the top 100 psoriasis articles by altmetric scores 

vAltmetric Explorer à top 100 trending 
psoriasis articles from 2018-2021 with article 
components shown in Table I

vWeb of Science à Citation count

vScopus à PlumX scores

vAAS, PlumX, citation count log transformed 
and adjusted +1 for linear regression

vSpearman correlation coefficients used for 
correlation analyses.

vAltmetrics provide insight into an article’s current reach 
by including the influence of social media 

vOf the Altmetric scores reviewed for the top 100 psoriasis 
articles, PlumX scores correlated with citation count, 
likely due to its inclusion in PlumX score calculation.

vCalculation of AAS scores does not factor citation count, 
explaining the lack of correlation. 

vPrevious literature shows variability in the prediction of 
citation count using AAS scores, likely explained by the 
exclusion of social media mentions in calculations.

vSocial media platforms are growing in popularity as a 
means of disseminating research. Therefore, metrics 
used to measure research impact should accurately 
reflect this trend.


